Dalianes, Brodie in Runoff

Liumpberzack

»

Race To Be Decided In Vote Today:
Seven Students Win Offices
Runoff elections for President of the Associated Student
Body and Publications Commissioner will be held today in
the foyer of the Administration Building
until 4 p. m.

Seven of the nine candidates running on the Octagon Volunteer Party were elected in the primary election.

‘

In the runoff for President is Art Dalianes, OV candidate,

f
‘

OF
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and Chip Brodie, Independent candidate.
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First Showing Tonight
On Welsh Folk Comedy,

The runoff for Publications
Commissioner is between Jack
Mays, OV, and Ray Smeltzer,
Independent.
Seles adios
follows:
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sign
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Dalianes,

| 270; Chip Brodie, 181; David Max-|th¢
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Secretary,
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cer, 136,
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Rasmussen,

Wilkinson,

Activities

146;

Ellie

Commissioner,

Neil

be, 168.

Evans,

Astronomy Club
To Give HSC
12-in. Telescope
“A major contribution of a 12inch telescope will
be given to
HSC by the
Amateur Astronomers of Humboldt,”
E. Charles
Parke, assistant professor of physics said this week.
The
telescope and its
12-inch
mirror are being designed by the
Optics class in conjunction with
the
Amateur
Astronomers
of
Humboldt.
Mr. William Abbay,
who is president of that organization, is grinding the lens.

Use
The

72-inch

In

Classroom

telescope, which will have a

focal length,

will be used

in upper division physics classes.
It will have a spectograph to measure elements present in the stars
and a photometer to measure the
temperature
of
the
stars,
Mr.
Parke said.
“It will be about one year before the telescope will be ready.
It will be placed on top of the new
Science building. The students and
faculty will build an alumninum
dome to use it.”

Help
telescope

make
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to give

two

a course
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The
DON

PETERSON

Peterson Named
Valedictorian

ervations.
assistant
Dr.
Leon
Wagner,
professor of music,
is directing |
Donald Peterson is the valedicthe a capella choir and is prepar- |
ing the music for the play,
The torian for the graduating class of
Peterson was elected in balgathering of Welsh music began in 1959.
the HSC library.
There it turned loting Monday and Tuesday.
A poltical science major, Peterinto a frantic search — for only
one
rather commonplace
Welsh son is a graduate of Arcata High
song could be found.
Dr. Wag- School and has gone to Arcata
ner then wrote to university librar- schools all his life.
ies and music departments up and
Active in student affair all four
down the coast.
During Easter years at Humboldt State College,
vaction he looked for Welsh music Peterson
is student body presiin San Francisco, then as a final dent.
He is also a member of the
effort, sent a letter to Wales in Green and Gold Key senior honrequest of authentic material. At orary
and
Chi
Sigma
Epsilon
first answers and music dribbled scholastic honorary.
in, then they poured in, until now
Peterson
also has’
served as
Dr. Wagner feels he has a compresident of his freshman class and
prehensive
collection of
Welsh
his junior class and of the campus
folk music.
Young
Republicans.
In student
Having obtained the music, Dr. council Peterson has sat in as AsWagner’s problem was to choose semblies Commissioner and reprethe right songs for the play and sentative-at-large.
then to transfer them to the voices
Peterson will give the only stuof the choir.
Dr. Wagner’s direc- dent speech at the commencement
tion was further needed in teach- exercises on Sunday, May 31.
ing solo and group songs to memAll candidates for the valedicbers of the cast.
All this hard
torian honors had an accumulative
work will have been to good purgrade
point average of 3.5
and_|
pose, for the background and onhigher.
stage music is very important in
The other candidates were Dick |
setting the mood for the play. Music to the Welsh people, during the Holmes, Juanita Buell, Mike Pon- |
Martha Dudley,
Virginia |
Green,” was a form of expressing trelli,
Workman
and
Mary
Stewart.
(CONTINUED
ON PAGE 2)
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students’ opinions
knowing
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classes will be

oaths”. The National Defense Ed-| Models
ucation Act makes several thou-| Clause,
sands of dollars available to stu-| Foster,

are Bernice Taylor, Kay
Sharon
Bigham, Deanna
Arguedes, RoseNancy

In or- |™ary Willis,
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der to receive a loan, the student | dred Turner,
must
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States.
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Cafeteria Construction Started;
Other Buildings Progressing
Construction began on the new Humboldt State College
Cafeteria this week.
Franklin Matsler, assistant to the executive dean, report-

road work is now underway. The cafeed that a
ing constructed behind Nelson Hall. A new road
teria is
will run between Nelson Hall and the new residence halls
which are now being completed.
A student bookstore is planned
for the first floor of the cafeteria
building. Mr. Matsler reported the
present bookstore building is own-

Total cost of the new
15 months.
be approximately
cafeteria
will

$604,000.
The John Lewis Memorial which

ed by the HSC

student body, and 'lies at the north end of the main
will be turned over to the student parking lot is being removed due
The membody upon completion of the new to road construction.
orial was erected by conservation
cafeteria.
McDonald, Young, and Nelson students to honor Dr. John LewCompany are the contractors for is, who was the first wildlife inon
the
HSC
campus.
the cafeteria.
The building is ex- 'structor
pected to be completed in about Dr. Lewis was killed while on a
field trip and the memorial was
erected in the spring of 1955.
A
new location for the memorial has
!not yet been chosen.
Sealed bids for a new Student
Health
Unit have been
opened.
The contract for the building was

awarded

to

Bayside

Construction

Company, and work is scheduled
to begin within a few weeks. The
new Student Health Unit will be
located in the vicinity of Nelson
Hall.
Cost of this construction

in astronomy

years.”

will

be

$152,000.

Mr. Matsler said that from all
indications
the new
Administration Building will be completed
about July 1. The administrative
offices
will be moved
into the
building during the summer.
Also being completed are the

Industrial Arts
To Be Exhibited

ular college projects. Special awards will be presented to outstanding student exhibitors. Judging
will be qualified persons of the
community.

ul

Associated

| The

Com-|and

Rally

Strofhberg,

Ross

Holverson,

The
Fifth
Annual
Industrial
Arts Exhibit will be held in the
Green
and
Gold
Room
next
Thursday and Friday.
Work
from
Humboldt,
Del
Norte junior high and high school
will be on display along with reg-

che

|

Smeltzer,
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126.

Baker,
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Ron

Comeeiaaios-

Karlene
Movius, Bryan
Seiber,
Bob Christie and Wayne Smith.
The
students joked that
they
were anxious to have the telescope
finished so they “can view heavenly bodies on the beaches.”
Mr. Parke said that with the aid
of the telescope, “it will be posin about
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be from Welsh folk songs, sung by the HSC a capella choir,
and presented by tape recording as opening and background music for the play.
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By ROGER and BONNIE WERTS
Tonight as the audience sits waiting for the curtain to
part on the first-night performance of ‘‘ The Corn Is Green,’’
they will hear the pleasantly moving strains of little-known

also
VA
one
for
and

second

on, 143.
| Burger,

‘The Corn Is Green’

Curtain time is 8:15 p. m. in the
main auditorium for performances
tonight, tomorrow night, and next
Friday and Saturday evenings. Reserved tickets will be on sale today from 2 p. m. to 5 p. m. in the
Green and Gold Room, and may

a

that he is not a member of any
group that believes in or teaches
the violent or illegal overthrow of

'Speech Arts Building and the new
residence

halls.

Though

the

Speech Arts Building may not be
‘completely finished on the inside
Ye

tv

Pee,

Tne

Cast members of the Humboldt Players’ production of “The Corn Is Green,” which opens tonight,
are, back row left to right, Reg Mintey, Larry
Clevenger, Gail Murray, Paul Conner, John Bran-

denburg, Bonnie Jean Carter! John Rawlinson,
Bob Graham, Lee Mitchell and Bill Livingston;
center, Maureen Fegan, Mary Lou Mitchell, Marianne Haynes; front, Virginia Lunau, Bill Turner.

iby
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1, it will
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ready

fices.
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jects are planned for this

proyear.
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from
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roads.

The

scenery along these roads is fit for
an artist's imagination, Miss Fraser said.

The
begun

ing

is in
two

winding

arts degree in art, biology, business education, drama, eco-

time, approximately
degrees have been

Most of the group
scape painting.
who decided to go to Noyo had
recently visited San Francisco and
toured the various art exhibits. Incidentally, we saw a few of the
beatnik art displays, which were
fabulous, strictly from an artist’s
back from
After coming
view.
San Francisco we decided to find
a picturesque place and do some
landscape painting or our own,”
Miss Fraser said.

cino county was made by way of
the Leggett Valley, Highway 101,
After you turn off the
turnoff.
but
there is nothing
highway

Press

liberal
opened now gives students opportunities to receive a

lege.
Since that
90 advanced
conferred.

“The main purpose of the trip
to Noyo was to do some land-

Fort Bragg. The trip into Mendo-

By BARBARA YOUSSI
Humboldt State is expanding its post-graduate program
Dr. Ivan Milhous,
to include ten new fields of study, said
wetk.
The new field
this
noted
dean of extended services,
physical

elementary

Bul-| Fashions from the clothing classes

education

major,

de-

April 16.
scribed the trip, which was taken
ST

about

More Opportunities Opening
In SC’s Graduate Program

music,

junior

Fraser,

Karen

Noyo
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nomics, English, history,
gpeech correction.

By PAT BAKER
A landscape painting trek to the spectacular Mendocino
able
coast gave a group of Humboldt artists both a memor
trip and exciting artistic opportunities.

Of

Bushes

One sight along the trip to Noyo
She said,
intrigued Miss Fraser.
the
down off one of
“Coming
mountains into a flat stretch of
road there is a house completely
When you
engulfed by shrubs,
drive down on the flat all you can
It is quite
see is one large bush.
a surprise to drive by this bush
and find there is a house underneath all this tangle of bushes.
“We found Noyo to be an exThe
cellent choice for the trip.
rugged coastline makes for a very
The group
picturesque landscape.
got some excellent paintings, with
real feeling being expressed, that
catch the native atmosphere of the
area.”

Spring Toyon
Gives Variety Of
Reading Maiter

The artsts found a pygmy forest
This forest contains
in the area.
dwarf species of various types of
trees. Miss Fraser said that there
is something lacking in the soil
their
trees of
robs these
that
The tiny trees served as
growth.
models for the artists.
Mendocino City
“About three miles from

is a place called

Mendocino

Noyo

City.

It was built in the 1700’s, and the
buildings still retain their original
continued,
Fraser
Miss
state.’
“We spent quite a bit of time in
though the
colorful town,
thsi
group was too interested in exploring ‘to find time to capture the
However we
town in paintings.
have made a pledge to go back
town
this
because
soon,
there
would make an excellent subject

for the paintbrush.”

the
Fraser said one of
Miss
was a
main attractions
town’s
graveyard with tombstones dating
back to the 1700's.
The artists
spent two hours going through the
graveyard, reading the inscriptions
Some of the
marking the graves.
inscriptions were written in poetry, some of them were humorous.
“The inscriptions on the stones
told of death that came from hisSome of the peotorical battles.
ple buried there were more infamous than famous in history. California history
could be learned
from that graveyard in Mendocino
City,” Miss Fraser said.

Other Artists
Other HSC students who made
the trip to Noyo were Jim Sullivan,
Barbara Brown and
Ralph
Hellburg.
Melvin Schuler, associate professor of art, accompanied them.
Three HSC graduates
also
made the trip.
These
are
Floyd Bettiga, now an art instructor at George C. Jacobs Junior
High, Jean Ish, and Marian Holverson.
The group has no formal
recognition, though it is under the
direction of Mr. Schuler.
Plans

A check of the printer’s galley
proofs of Toyon last week showed are now being formulated for fur15 entries by 11 authors.
An an- ther expeditions.
Miss Fraser says of the group,
alysis of the poems and stories reveals one critical essay with the “We do not want formal organizabalance of material being about tion, We first got together for the
trip to the museums in San Frantwo poems to each prose work.
cisco, and then the Noyo trip came
Tony Doyle’s caricature of the up.
We plan to keep it informal,
cold war begins the issue followed for complete organization would
by a case history-type of story on do nothing but bind us and what
human relations by Frank Leach. we want is
freedom to express
The setting for Frank’s story is a ourselves in painting.”
military base overseas,
A short poem, titled “Lion” by
Don West is next.
Don is from

South

Africa, and

shows

his em-

‘CORN IS GREEN’

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

pathy with animals in his poem.
emotion and feeling.
They were
Toyon’s editor, Janis Williams, isolated,
because
uneducated
has contributed a poem and short they could not write, they sang.
story
on
the
“friendship”
of period covered by “The Corn Is
friends.
Ignorance and Education
D. H. Green injects a ribald note |
It is this lack of education which
with his sharp observations on hu- | forms the theme for “The Corn
man nature in his poem, “Well | Is Green.”
The story brings Miss
Rounded.”
| Moffat (Maureen Fegan) to GlenLarry Metcalf brings the psy-| sarno, where she begins her school
chologist’s “id” before us with an) for the enlightenment of the coal)
alcoholic’s reflections in his poem, | mining inhabitants. It is this ig“My Hat.”
norance from which most of the
Larry Metcalf’s “Of Wood and, comedy of the play arises.
This
Water” shows a poct’s choice of | ignorance
causes Miss
Moffat’s
word and thought next, followed | temporary defeat, yet establishes
by a theological essay written by | her ultimate triumph.
It is this
James Bilderbach.
ignorance,
successfully overcome
Outdoorsman
Bruce Paige’s ‘through the person of Morgan Ev“Trees in Fall” show feeling in the ans (Bill Turner), which forms
philosophical mood.
the final optimism of the play.
Pat Quinn gives a Navy FrogCast Members
man’s thoughts during a training
Also in the
cast are Reginald

mission with his poem “The Swim
To Avalon.”
This poem is specially meaningful to anyone
has swum on the high seas.

who

“Carelessness,” a story by Carol
Wiesjohn,

gives

a note

of tragedy

Mintey as John Gorowny Jones,
Mary Lou Mitchell as Miss Ronberry, William Livingston as the
Squire,
Gail Murray as_
Bessie
Watty, Marianne Haynes as Mrs. |
Watty, Robert Graham as Idwal |
Morris, Virginia Lunau as Sarah
Pugh,
John
Rawlinson
as
A
Groom, D. Lee Mitchell as Rob- |

by vice president Joe Chappelle.
Those present were Don Peterson,
Menzia,

West,

Larry

Burger,

John

Jack

Baradat,

Armand

Linda

Sarboe, Joan Rasmussen, Howard
Goodwin, Bob Merritt, Fred Johnson and Jacquie Callihan.
Correspondence — Chip Brodie
requested that four people be nam-

Control

of

Board

the

to

ed

by

Olin Kirkland, Martha
April 22.
Dudley, Claudine West and Gary
(Karl) Haber took the test and
John moved we approve
passed.
This
the four names submitted,

was seconded and passed.

Committee Reports — The Flag
and Seal contest has been extended to next Wednesday.

New Business:
Bleachers — It was suggested
that bleachers be put up along the

There is only one

first base line.

will

more home game so this
requested for next year.

be

Bowling Club — Miss Buchanan
asked if it would be possible to
have some trophies for the Bowl-

ing Club.
run from

These trophies would
It was
year to year.

suggested
it.

we

Sign —

find

out more

about

Bill Johnson wanted

to

know what type of background we
want on the sign. It was suggested that it be solid white.

Lumberjack

Days

—

Question

was brought up about having Friday afternoon off.
Linda Sarboe
wil carry our suggestion to the
committee.
KENL — We now have 15 minutes on radio KENL on Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Lary said anyone
is welcome to work with him on
the program.
Treasurer Fred Johnson reported that the budget hearings are
over and the budget is ready to be
presented to the President.
$357
more is
needed to pay
for the

NAIA

Basketball

trip

to

L.

A.

Don moved we pay the $357 out
of
unallocated.
Seconded
and
passed.

President’s

Report

—

Don

re-

ported
that
the
Student
Body
Presidents’
convention
discussed
the two senate bills and the decision is to oppose both of them.
Delegates were sent to Sacramento and letters were sent to chairmen of the proposed bills.
Retreat — Don said that Fred is
now chairman and Linda, Joan,
Don, and Karen are working with
him.
Elections — Don asked that a
sign be made telling where voting
booths
are stationed; also
the

ide

pr

Loyalty Oath.is on the ballot and
needs advertising.
care of the signs

Petitions

must

Larry will take
and advertising.

be

in by’ 5 p. m.

next Wednesday.
There

being

no

further

business,

the meeting was adjourned,
Respectfully submitted
Karen Dillard,
‘
ASB Secretary
Evelyn
McCurdy, associate
professor
of speech.
This is
Mrs.
McCurdy’s second year at Humboldt State, and “The
Corn
Is
Green” is the second show she has
directed here.
She has consirebale
experience, having
directed, among

others,

Greek

tragedies,

Shakespearean
plays,
plays
of
Christopher Fry, Anton Chekhov,
and many of Tennessee Williams’
works,
Those of you who were
here yast year will remember her
success in recreating the poetic,
moody
atmosphere of
Williams’
“The Glass Menagerie.” Mrs. McMcCurdy is also an actress, and
has been since her days in junior
high

and

peared
has

high

school

in movies.

gained

much

when

Since
acting

she

ap-

then, she
evperience

in professional theater, films, and
television in New York and Holly wood.

POLIO PROTECTION
Faculty
and
personnel
polio
shots will be given in the Student
of Toyon contribute to a “wellHealth Service on May 20 from
rounded” group of ideas for the | bart Robbatch, Larry Clevenger as | 10 a. m. to noon and from 1:30 to
students’ perusal.
Those scheduled for their
Glynn Thomas, John Brandenburg 3 p.m.
third
shot
will be notified.
Anyas
John
Owen,
Paul
Conner
as
at HSC will be modeled and a fine
clse
wishing
polio
shots
musical program js planned. Bring Old Tom, and Bonnie Jean Carter one
should sign up in House No. 4 by
your mother and show her all the as Mrs. Morris.
May 8.
The
play
is
directed
by
Mrs.
|
' progress being made at HSC.
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The meeting was called to order
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Color Next Year
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“Had we had more and better
Seating arrangements for our stwe
dents in the auditorium, classes

Material Planned

would

For Next Year

in the process
year’s program,

one

assembly

will

be

and

faculty,

dismissed

for

grams.

dismissed

will

scat

This year HSC has had
four main programs which

some
were

Russell

Jones,

who

received

Russ Porter, who showed a Ruge
Classes | sian film “Flight to the Soviets
these pro-|and
Andrea Molnar,
Hungarian
Olympic

lady

gymnast.

——

(By the Author of “Rally ound the Flag, Boys!” and,
“Barefoot Boy with Cheek.”’)
in

ADVENTURES

IN SOCIAL SCIENCE:

NO. 3

Today, ranging again into the fascinating world of social science,

let us take up the subject of anthropology—the study of man
and his origins.

it

The origin of man was indeed a puzzle until the Frenchman,

Whgs,

Jean-Louis Sigafoos, discovered the skull and shinbone of
Pithecanthropus Erectus in Java in 1891. What Sigafoos was
doing in Java is, incidentally, quite an odd little story. Sigafoos
was a Parisian born and bred. By day one could always find

de
§
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Pictured above arg the newly elected song
queens and cheerleaders for the 1959-60
school year. In the back row, left to right,
are Mary Lou Robertson, Joan McDowell,
elected head song queen, Pat Mayer, Pat
Van Deventer, and Donna Heckman. Front
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The

newly-elected

and

Don

ASB

Peterson,

presi-

current

student prexy, will go to Reno,
Nev., next Wednesday to attend
the annual convention of the Pacific
Student Presidents’
Association.
The PSPA is an organization of student leaders from all the
colleges in the 13 western states

and

British

Columbia.

The

con-

For Frosh Camp
A publicity sub-committee
Frosh Camp has been set up

der

the direction

of Frosh

for
un-

Camp

chairman Fred Johnson.
Heading the publicity committee
is Joe Mayfield.
Working with

him
are Frank Chester,
Donna
Cleveland, Dianne Greenlee, Joan

Betty Moore,
Anita
vention is held every year to al- Rasmussen,
low the students to get acquaint- McBride, Nancy Hunsinger, Bob
Gamboni, John Rawlinson and Pat
ed and discuss mutual problems.
Mayer.
Orientation sessions will be held
Uniforms for Frosh Camp comto aid the new student body pres- mittee members were also decided
idents in learning how to meet the upon at the meet held April 23
Problems of student government. An outfit of yellow sweatshirt and
green bermuda
shorts was sug-

Graves
Department Store
Complete Lines
Mens - Womens - Childrens
Clothing - Shoes
Yardage

ON

THE PLAZA
ARCATA

gested

by Bud

Kolding.

Possibly

an ivy league or straw hat will be
added to the outfit.

Other members
Camp
Committee

of the Frosh
working
with

general
chairman
Johnson
are
Glendyne Baldwin and Kerry Neblett acting as secretaries.
Silvio

Barretta is in charge of recreation
and transportation.
Frosh Camp is held before the
beginning of the Fall semester to
acquaint new HSC students with

the college.

This year’s Camp will

start

12.

Sept.

Air Force Has New

Officer Program
—_—
PDP

LL

TOP 20 TUNES
and Hi-Fi Albums

Complete Drug and
Prescription Service

Falor's

Prescription
Pharmacy

-

Open 8a. m. te9 p.m.
Seven
Days A Week
Nerth Arcata, clese te campus
1863
G Strest
Ph.
VA 3.29592

The
United States Air
Force
has just opened a new program for
college graduates of an accredited
college.
For those who can qualify, it will offer a commiggion as
second lieutenants
three months
after entry into the Air Force.

During

the first three months

training

they

will

be paid

sic pay and allowances

the

of a staff

HUTCHINS
GROCERY
G Street

TE

‘

him

Executive

Council

Arcata

Phone VAndyke 2-1965
a

at a sidewalk

girls; each
gambled

cafe, sipping

night he went

By KAY

barley

water

to a fashionable

heavily at roulette and

and

ogling

casino

the

where he

go-fish; in between

times

he

worked on his stamp collection, which was one of the largest
in Paris.

at a

Talent Search!
Frogs Needed For
Lumberjack Days

A
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MORRISON

Calaveras County and its jumping frogs will
have nothing on
Humboldt County after Lumberjack Days.
If frogs have anything
to do with the recognition of a

SheWas Went ifl-~bar Onlywy

tact Sadan

well have

Well sir, one summer Sigafoos lost his entire fortune gambling

earned itself a
more prominent
position on the map after the frog
jumping contest sponsored by the

at the casino. He was seriously contemplating suicide when,
quite unexpectedly, a letter arrived from one Lotus Petal
McGinnis, a Javanese girl and an avid stamp collector, with
whom Sigafoos had been corresponding from time to time
through the international stamp collectors journal. Until now
the nature of their correspondence, though friendly, had been

county,

Humboldt

may

Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.
The contest is open to clubs and
groups of individuals,
and they
may enter as many frogs as they
wish.
The competition will be ruled by
the following points.
Each frog
will be placed on a mark and without aid or prodding from its hand-

ler,

it will

three jumps.

be

required
The

to

jumps

make

must

be

completed within two minutes, and
any morement over two inches
will be considered a jump.
Measurement will be made from the
point where the third jump is completed to the startnig mark. The
frog with the longest recorded distance will be the winner.
Each frog will be allowed only
one series of jumps per entry fee,
but one frog can be entered more
than once if an additional fee is
paid.
The entry fee per frog of
one dollar must be paid to Ron
Siemens one hour before the beginning of the contest.
There are
no
limitations as to size,
color,
shape, sex, creed, race or religion
of the frogs.
Other highlights of Lumberjack

Days,

which

are

scheduled

for

May 15 and 16, are drama, dances,
banquets
and luncheons,
swimming and other fun features,
sergeant.
After
being
commissioned, they will then receive further training in one of the many
technical fields of the Air Force,
according to background of edu-

cation and best abilities.
Since this is a brand new
gram being offered for the

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
9:00 @. m. to 9:00 p. m.

1644

of
ba-

AOE

are cheerleaders Donna
Chester, Muriel ArmSegura. They were el-

-

‘Plans Underway

ASB Presidents
To Attend Confab
dent

ae

ihe a

row, left to right,
Cleveland, Frank
strong, and Reuben
ected by the HSC
recent meeting.

time, Captain
is the special

profirst

Paul Parker, who
project officer for

strictly philatelic, but in this new letter Lotus Petal declared
that although she had never laid eyes on Sigafoos, she
him and wanted to marry him. She said she was eighteen
old, beautiful and docile, and her father, the richest man
tribe, had agreed to give half his fortune to the husband

to answer any questions and fill in

details to those who may be interested. The hallway in the Administration Building will be used
for this purpose.

loved
years
in the
of her

choice. Sigafoos, penniless and desperate, immediately booked
passage for Java.
The first sight of his prospective bride failed to delight Sigafoos. She was, as she said, beautiful—but only by local standards. Sigafoos had serious doubts that her pointed scarlet teeth
and the chicken bones hanging from her ears would be con-

sidered chic along the Champs Elysées.
But sobering as was the sight of Lotus Petal, Sigafoos had
an even greater disappointment coming when he met her father.
The old gentleman was, as Lotus Petal claimed, the richest man
in the tribe, but, unfortunately, the medium of exchange in his
tribe was prune pits.
Sigafoos took one look at the mound of prune pits which was
his dowry, gnashed his teeth, and stomped off into the jungle,
swearing vilely and kicking at whatever lay in his path. Stomping.thus, swearing thus, kicking thus, Sigafoos kicked over a

heap of old bones which—what do you know!—turned out to
be Pithecanthropus Erectus!

But I disgress. From the brutish Pithecanthropus, man
evolved slowly upward in intellect. By the Middle Paleolithic
period man had invented the leash, which was a remarkable
technical achievement, but frankly not particularly useful until

the Mesolithic period when man invented the dog.
In the Neolithic period came the most important discovery
in the history of man—the discovery of agriculture. Why is this

so important? Because, good friends, without agriculture there
would be no tobacco, and without tobacco there would be no
Marlboro, and without Marlboro you would be without the

finest filter cigarette that money can buy, and I would be with»
out a job.

That's why.

this program, will visit Humboldt
State during the first week in May

ee

@

4

Without tobecco you would aleo be without Marlboro’s sister
cigarette, Philip Morris, a nen-Alter emeoke that can’t be
best. Philo Morris er Maribero—pick
pour ploseure.
LIE

ID TL

BEE

the

Pulitzer Prize in Journalism; Dore
othy Crawford,
dramatic reader}

is

On Campus scitann

0
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for

assemblies will be held in the new

of planning next
which will include

a month.

been

Little
Theater, which
some 800 persons.

year, Miss Kate Buchanan, dean
of activities, reported this week.
The Assembly Committee, com-

of students

have

this year’s assemblies,” Miss Buch»
anan pointed out. Next year the

The
special
assembly
series
started this year, worked out so
well that it will be enlarged next

posed
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To Install
Delta Zeta Sorori
May $§
At EWC rs
ice
First Off
BY BONNIE MONTGOMERY

FIN

:

EADS

Mary Lou Barnes, sophomore physical education major
from Fortuna, will be formally initiated and installed on
May 9 as the first Delta Zeta president on the Humboldt
State College campus. Installation ceremonies will be held
Woman’s Club at 6:30 p. m., following a forin the Eureka
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mal banquet.

Our friend, Frank Belotti, has|
been at it again, sponsoring a bill
campus and the to permit the multiple use doctrine
See
The past activities of Delta Zeta in our state parks.
| ave been exchanges with Delta | I am going to suggest to him

charge
of
ee
|
arden
Mois
secretary,
Burnside;
hire; corresponding secretary, Jo- |

f Set For Next Week
Student now attending HSC
who wish to pre-register for the
1959 summer session may do so
next week, May 4-8, according
to Mrs. Mary Ann Smith, reg-

N

By DAVID MAXO

;
Other officers include vice pres- |
benwill
they
that
so
od,
womanho
|
training,
pledge
of
charge
in
ident

Carolyn Sander; vice president in

‘Pre-registration

i-<|

4

| istrar.

The

week has been set aside

to give regular students

an op-

Easter as reported in this column | portunity to consult with their
| is Dr, Ed Sturgeon. He hails from }
advisers about courses they plan
the eastern part of
the country)

where

he

now

heads

a two-year

may

register

at any

time

program
at
Michigan
during the week during regular
Tech.
which
is
close
to
the
Cana-|
|
providing
rider
a
attach
he
that
business hours of the Registrar’s
co-sponsor-|
fraternity,
Phi
Sigma
dian
border at
a town
named
.
Ann Ferguson; treasurer, Nancy | ing
office. Fees are payable at the
a candidate for the Popera, |for extensive planting of Lupines.
Saulte St. Marie. Dr. Sturgeon is | Business office at the time of
|
Lupines
are
such
a
pretty
flower
and
Coketail,
| helping in the AWS
eS
Jo
ee
a graduate of the University of
registration.
a : _and as far as I know, are com- Michigan’s
oe ee
School
of
Forestry |
that : all officers: would resume their | ee
|mercially valuable to no one. This
where
he
took
his
M.
S.
and
Ph.
|
The
advance registration is
on planting will be necessary to keep

lessons

include

ettiquette,

charm,

aoa’

—°

will

ac | which

”

o_o
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and

the tourists coming, once the lumber interests have completed cutting all the Redwoods from the
park lands.
The
concept of
multiple-use,
whether advocated for the National Forests, National Parks, Wilderness and Primitive areas or our
own State Parks, is nothing more
than
an opening wedge
which
commercial interests would love to
drive into our recreational areas
to begin the rape of one of the
last of our heritages — the great
outdoors.
Dick Nitsos is now stationed in
Eureka and is working for the
California Dept. of Fish and Game
on marine fisheries.
Dick, along
with
another
F&G _ employee,
HSC,
Dan
Gottshall, are recent
graduates from our Fisheries Department.
Dan gave a slide talk
on the commercial fisheries of our
state at the last C. U. meeting and
indicated that tremendous population growth potentials are possible
by improving the habitat for various fishes on the ocean floor. This
might be a good project for local
sportsmen?
The new Forester hired during

personality

Delta Zeta will al'development.
Formed Last Year
The colony of Delta Zeta pledges iso sponsor a project for the Na-

was formed at HSC last December ‘tional Philanthropic, which is sup10.

Barnes

Miss

of the Delta

Zeta

“The

said,

sorority

aim| porting an eastern college for deaf

is to| children.

increase
friendship,
encourage |
and
culture
social
scholarship,
|

/from

Glenn Long Drugs
Prescription
H
ad

eadquarters

Free

Phone

1091 H

Delivery

VA

St.

2-2496

Arcata

Workshop Conducted
members recently returned

The

A

State Day

| Berkeley, where

Convention

in

they stayed at the

|oldest Delta Zeta Chapter house
in California, This workshop was
primarily to help the group in be|coming better organized. Awards
| were given for outstanding schol-

arships and projects.

Miss Barnes is active as secretary
of the California
Student
Teachers Association on campus,
and attended two conventions in
San Francisco, one in Los Angel/es, and one in Asilomar this past

|year.
|been

Her
as

other

historian

activities
of

Spurs,

have
secre-

SPECIALIZING IN THE

NEWEST RAGE!
BETWEEN CLASS HAIRCUTS

tary
of the
PE Majors
Club,
Frosh
Camp
counsellor, on the
Homecoming Committee as chairman of the annual beanfeed, and
chairman of the AWS handbook.
The Delta Zeta’s hope to have
their sorority house on campus in
the near future.

“We tailor to Your taste”
CREWCUTS - EXECUTIVE CUTS - HAIR CUTS

CALL OR STOP AT

NORTH ARCATA BARBERSHOP

| forestry

to take during the summer, Stu-

dents

D degrees,

after

growing

| southern Illinois.

up in,

a in a local stream)
Lm
|
The conviction
| pollution

case

against

the

| mond-California Redwood

Ham- |!

7°t Open

to any

but

students

| regularly enrolled in the present
Students who

spring semester.

fajl to pre-register May 4-8 must

wait

until

the

regular

summer

Corpor- | session registration date of June

lation by
the
California
Depart- | 22.
:
ment of Fish and Game was re| versed in a higher court recently, |
| due to a loophole.
Any of you

who

ever want to catch a salmon}

DORM DINNER
Nelson Hall women

SET
:
will hold

in George Orwell’s classic year of their annual dorm dinner at the
1984, (which is getting here all Big Four on Thursday evening.
too soon), had better get busy and! Each

start chunking

in our Fish and

in these

Game

loopholes

laws and

PDQ!

dorm

woman

Holmes,

to pay

dues

at

the

end

of

the

spring

C. U. president,
| S¢™ester-

has received word that he will be! work on his Master’s Thesis. This
hired this fall at the University of ;, possible through a contract be-

California, at Berkeley as a Teach- | tween
ing

Assistant

summer

in

plans

lemmings and
tion

at Joint

Zoology.

are

shore
Barrow,

Dick’s | rate

to study
bird

the

popula-

Alaska,

U.

C.’s

Zoolegy

tic Research

Museum

and

Lab.

the

fine job here at HSC

of VerteNaval

Arc-

Dick's done a
and we wish

and! phim luck.

ATTENTION
FACULTY & GRADUATING SENIORS
See Mrs. Kinzer in Bookstore
For Commencement Fittings by

MAY
15th
College Bookstore

FAST quiz
Do You think for Yo urself ? (ETS
1. Which would you consider more essential
to a happy marriage: (A) the mates’
similarity in ages and backgrounds, or
(B) their intelligence and adaptability?
2. Which of these two famous men would
you most prefer to be like: (A) King
Midas, or (B) Ludwig van Beethoven?
8. If neither party’s candidate in an
election was satisfactory to you,
would you (A) not vote, or (B) vote
for the “‘lesser of two evils’’?

4. If your performance in a group effort
was
being
unjustly criticized, would
you (A) settle the score directly with
your critic, or (B) ignore it and let

Se
A

6. Do you believe that the meeting with

8B

your future mate is primarily a matter

“4

of (A) geography, or (B) fate?

&

a

If you were to come
into
a sizable sum of money, would you (A)
bank or invest it and spend only the
income, or (B) take a
off to
travel around the world?

SB

,

A

8

Do you think the saying “It never
rains, but it pours’’ is
untrue, or (B) invari
&

(A) generally
true?

8

8. Would you rather invest money in:
(A) great art, or (B) diamonds?

the group decide its merits?

9. Are you influenced more in your
choice of filter cigarette by

A

(A) por own taste and judgment,
or ( ) friendly advice?
Next time you light up, take a moment to
think about what you really want in your
filter cigarette. Most men and women who
think for themselves choose VICEROY ...
for the very sound reason that it’s the one
cigarette with a thinking man’s filter and a
smoking man’s taste.
4

*If you checked (B) on three out of the first
four questions, and (A) on four out of the
last five, you really think for yourself!

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Kno

of

$2 a year, which are used for the
dinner

Dick

living in the

student

is obligated

©1959, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
Zz

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
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The Junior Prom will be held on
| Saturday, May 16, at the Eureka
| Inn to top off the gala Lumberjack
Days celebration.
“The dance is the highlight of

Five members of the HSC debating team went to San Francisco
State College last Friday and Saturday to attend the Experimental
Tournament which is held every
spring.
Members
included
Karl
Harber, Chuck Atkinson, Bernard
Mouton,
Ed Spencer and Karla
Kaski. One person from each participating
college was on
each
panel.
The purpose of the tournament
was to create new forms and new
combinations of ideas on speech
situations.
There was an experimental division in radio and television speaking:
In the Oral Interpretation event
and discussion progression, Humboldt scored highest in the discussion progression event.
The first|
three hours were devoted to a dis- |

With

Respect

To

Public

Intriga- |

tion.”
In the
discussion rounds
the,
members of the panels evaluated |
each
other’s contributions
and |
then selected the most effective
participants.
Karl Harber was selected first in his panel and Chuck
Atkinson was selected second in
his panel.
In the subsequent rounds of debate,
Atkinson and his
partner
from COP placed second.
Harber
and his partner, Jim O’Sulivan,
were undefeated, but lost in rating.
Harber won fourth in the
sweepstakes and first in the discussion.
This was the second major individual
trophy
Humboldt
has
won this year.

Mays To Attend
CIPA Meeting

Pressing ’

Alterations
FREE
10th

and

PICKUP AND
DELIVERY
H

St.

Phone
S&H

Arcata

VA

2-2194

GREEN

STAMPS

newest

styles
lastex

.

. . knits

ass. 10-16

$10.95 to $19.95
Henderson

The dance is semi-formal.
The committees appointed this
week are: invitations and bids, Bill
Hayward;
decorations,
Barbara
Brown;
band and publicity, Joe
Romero;

0

Owner-operators

and

Arcata

are

of small

helping

businesses

-:-

in

students

in Eureka

Prof.

Paul

learn at
business management courses
Menges’
first hand just what is required to operate a hometown business successfully.
The classes have been visiting various businesses
this spring semester to study pricing, advertising

methods, volume and traffic of merchandising.
Shown here are Fred Nunnemaker, Don Johnson,

Spurs Installation Ceremonies
Scheduled For Middle Of Maymajor

from
Billie Frasier, freshman elementary education
Eureka, will be formally initiated and installed as president
of Spurs, at a dinner May 14 at the Country Club in Arcata.
Rosilee Waits, secretary science major from Fortuna, will
assist Miss Frasier as vice president next year. Other offihave

not

been

announced.

Miss
Eureka

|she

Frasier is a graduate of
Senior High school, where

was

active

pte

Zs

as

the

sophomore

Eureka

bers of the Junior

|The

a

rendezvous

Talent Sought

Dr. Stegeman
also interviewed
several candidates for a teaching
position in the Industrial Arts de-

partment

for the fall semester.

TYPEWRITER SHOP
DICK NIELSEN’S Students
On Repairs and Service

10% Discount To HSC
Contact Bob Renwick for Pickup and
GUARANTEED REPAIRS
Henderson Center
3127 F Street

Delivery

The Varsity

after

Restaurant - Fountain

SUPER
SHAKES... SUNDAES...
SODAS .. . SANDWICHES

as4 “G” St, Arcata
Ouerlooking pbrcata's

Beautiful Playa
Eureka

BOB'S SHOE
REPAIR
~and—
NEW SHOES

Class and any

exact time for the beginning

Pottery Exhibit
Goes Up Monday

The weekend of May 16-17 is
scheduled for the Boot and Blister
Club’s
adventuresome outing
to
the lofty Trinity Alps.
The trip will begin on Friday
with

An exhibit of 17 works of Frank
Hamilton,
internationally famous
potter of Belvedere, Calif., will be
displayed in the Art Gallery frona
Monday until May 21.
Hamilton is noted for his precision work, and Reese Bullen, professor of art, who arranged for the

exhibit,

called

the

artist

“one

_—No. Arcata

-

of

the
best
craftsmen
in
pottery
working today in America.”

Wilder Play Given
An appreciative audience Tuesday
evening
viewed
Thornton
Wilder’s one-act comedy, “Queens
of France,” directed by Mrs. Jean
Wagner.
The play was presented
as a semester project in Dr. Jerry
Turner’s class in directing.

SPEECH

TEACHERS

MEET

Members
of the HSC
Speech
Faculty Department will be hosting a meeting of speech teachers
from California state colleges and
universities
May 8 and 9.
The
of Western
group are members

Speech

Asociation.

‘Redwood
Laundromat
Self-Service

—

Coin

Operated

258 for load of washiong

40c for

10 minutes

OPEN
from

6 a, m.

use

of dryer

DAILY
to 10 p.

m.

Corner 11th and H St.

Where Your Washing Load
Is Made Lighter

Expert Guaranteed
WATCH REPAIR
Fast Service
Free Crystal With Each
Watch Cleaning

Bring Your Watch In

|DEFINO
| CREDIT
JEWELERS
No Interest

No Carrying Charge

1642 G

Spen-

of the bid selling will be announced in the daily bulletin. “The junior class wants to make it clear
to the students that the Prom is
open to the student body and not
just the juniors,” Mays said,

‘Weekend Outing

after supper in Arcata.
A “cold
camp” will be made at the trail
head above Dedrick, which is at
the end of the road.
Dedrick is
reached from a turnoff roughly 30
miles east of Willow Creek on U.

Ellie

!class members interested in workjing on the
dance
may contact
leither one of the committee heads
jor Mays.
Bids will go on sale next week
at the price of $2.50 per couple.

Boot and Blister
Club Schedules

evening

refreshments,

|cer.
All committee heads have re| ported that they have been getting
}excellent response from the mem-

class
secretary,
Girls’
League
president, in French Club, a capella choir, CSF, and took part in
the Senior Class play.
|S, 299.
The deadline for the Dorothy F.
The
HSC
Spurs are an outHighlights of the trip will deKerr Poetry Writing Contest is growth
of Spokes, an honorary
pend on the condition of the snow
today!
|sophomore
service
organization.
Many
inquiries have been re- |The Spokes were on campus for fields, since a low snow level on
ceived concerning this search for |many years, receiving their char- the peaks will make the Canyon
poetic
talent, according to
Dr. | ter in 1956 to become Spurs, Since Creek Lakes inaccessible.
A community-cook type of supJames
McNelis, faculty adminis- that
time the Spurs
have been
trator of the award program. The |striving to improve old ideas and per is planned for Saturday night
primary objective of this search is ifoster new ones which will im- and fishing above the waterfall is
the stimulation of interest in writ- | prove the organization on campus. possible, again depending on the
ing
poetry within the
student |The purpose of the organization is snow level.
body.
Dr. McNelis pointed out |to promote school spirit and supSunday morning will offer varthat results of the contest are very | port all activities in which the stu- ied
activities for the choice
of
evident from the progressive im- |dent body participates, to foster each adventurer, with the possiprovement in Toyon over the past among the women of the college a bility of some fine steelhead fishfew years, and was optimistic with spirit of loyalty and helpfulness, ing on the narby Trinity River.
the future for creative writing on and to uphold all the traditions of
Rich
Wheeler, club
president,
campus.
HSC.
urged all interested students and
The award program was started
Many traditions of Spurs in the faculty members to feel welcome
in 1957 by Mrs. Dorothy F. Kerr, past have included their annual and join the, group for this event.
of Kerrydale Ranch, Korbel, who reunion, sponsoring a HomecomRides are usually available on a
is a poet herself.
Awards of $50, ing queen, sending a delegate to
split-the-cost
basis
and arrange$30 and $20 will be made to the the regional Spur convention, Star
ments should be made beforehand
three top student poets.
The aw- Lighting, Spur Tea, Tapee Dinner,
by those who plan to participate.
ards are given as an incentive to and the installation and initiation
interest and ability, rather than for luncheon.
purely competitive purposes.
AWS ELECTIONS
The qualifications of freshman
women to become a Spur are to
The AWS elections, previously
show an interest in and participate scheduled for this week, were not |
in college activities, dependability, held due to the conflict with the |
A new
sense of honor, unselfishness, a student body elections,
sense of democracy, and a schol- date for elections will be set for
Dr. Ernest Bednar and Dr. Ar- arship rating equal to at least a C next week, according to Mrs. Mary
The AWS
Those meeting the Farr, AWS
adviser.
thur Stegeman last week traveled plus average.
to Long Beach to attend the na- qualifications receive an invitation constitution proposed amendments
tional convention of the American by the active Spur members, and will also be voted on during the
thus
voted
upon.
Tapping forcoming election.
Industrial
Arts Association
and are
Industrial
Arts Teacher
Educa- ceremonies are held in the spring
treasurer, Linda Guelfo; historian,
semester.
tors.
Lou
Dolf; editor, Mary
Dr. Bednar served as a member
Spur
officers during
the past Linda
ICS representative, Ann
of a special panel.
The topic of year were president, Joan Boyn- Barnes;
representative,
AWS.
the panel was “How Can Indus- ton; vice president, Pat Waters; Swanson;
Sarboe.
Linda
trial Arts Teachers Reach the In- secretary,
Ellen
McKeowen;
dividual Exceptional Learner and
Develop His Unique Capabilities?”
Dr. Stegeman served as recorder

for the same panel,

Center

a

y

Prof. Menges, Pete Swanson and Dale Poovey of
the Small Business Management class, with Mr.
Douglas Rex of Rex’s Redwood Gift Shop, Eureka, who played host to the class last week.
During the semester classes have made plant
studies of the Lazio Fish Co., and Simpson Redwood Co., and have visited the Arthur B,. Siri
Aggregate Co., North Coast Mercantile Warehouse, Arcata Plywood and the Humboldt Land
and Title Co.

Attend Meeting

in cotton.

a

idea.

I. A. Instructors

Catalina’
Swimwear

It’s only

| two
weeks
away,
so all
dates
|should be made now,” said Jack
| Mays, junior class president.
Theme of this year’s dance is
“Garden in the Rain.”
Music of
| Woody Thompson and his orchestra will be featured.
Decorations
' will be centered around the garden

Student Poets’

Deluxe Cleaners
Cleaning,

| the spring social season.

cers

Jack Mays, editor of the 1959
Sempervirens, will attend a planning
meeting at San
Francisco
State College tomorrow for the
1960 meeting of the California Intercollegiate Press Association.
Mays was elected second vice
president of CIPA, the first Humboldt student honored by election
in the organization, at the annual
CIPA convention in San Bernardino in March.
The 1960 CIPA
convention will be held in San
Francisco.

5

Junior Prom Sei
For May 16 As
‘Days’ Finale

Debaters Attend
Experimental
Tourney In S. F.

cussion of the
question, “What |
Policy Should Now Be Followed |

Page
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‘Jack Trackmen Crown
Best Season In History

—

oe

.

CLARK

y HUGH

in track

zenith

an unpredicted

State reached

Humboldt

here last Saturday as they overcame all expectations to drop
7114-591.

the surprised Sacramento State Hornets

i

Po

a

Lit BONO,

Se

FINISH of the mile relay last Satur day at the Humboldt

State and Sacramento State track meet saw the Lumberjack
batonmen win the final running event to insure HSC its
The Jacks upset
seventh straight dual meet cinder win.
a tie with Sacraclaim
to
,
7114-591
the high-flying Hornets
mento for the unofficia] Far Western Conference Dual Meet

COOPER AUTO
PARTS

title.

Replacement

Parts

for

All Cars
Tools and Equipment
082 - 4th Street Arcata
Phone VA 2-3156

match at
the Golden
Gate City
with
Far
Western
Conference
linksmen from Cal Aggies, Sacramento State and host San Francisco State.
Traveling with the squad were
coach Phil Sarboe, John Yingst,

Jack Golfers In

Four-Way Match
At San Francisco
The

Humboldt

traveled
day

to

to San

State

golf

team

Pete Dye, Chuck

Francisco yester-

participate

in

a

Bailey,

four-way

1067

B St. Arcata

—

DIAMONDS

Caver,

Mel

Rich

Bailey,

and

10 at Woodland.

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS . . .
THEY PATRONIZE U8!

More buxom blondes with
shipwrecked sailors insist
on Camels than any other
cigarette today. It stands
to reason: the best tobacco
makes the best smoke. The
Camel blend of costly tobaccos has never been
equalled for rich flavor and
easygoing mildness. No
wonder Camel is the No. 1
cigarette of all!
Leave the fads and

fancy stuff to landlubbers...

Have a real
cigaretie~

progressed

into a tight affair that

went right down to the wire with
only the mile relay and discus left
to decide the winner.

Humboldt took the relay with
an all-out effort by co-captain
Marshall Stevens, leadoff man
Frank Alden and anchor runner
Along with
Keith Weidkamp.
Frank Stanley the foursome traveled with a clocking of 3:26.8
to garner a 20 yard win from the
touted Hornets.
came

Then

of

throw

Hook’s

the conference

Tom
event

the

(Hee)

Roger

is the place to go!
featuring

Flanagan’s toss of 1881034” was
good enough for a new Redwood
mark,

Jim

while

FRESH

team-

freshman

got a 184 foot

Marker

MALTS

throw for a close second.

FREEZE
and SHAKES

SANDWICHES
COMPLETE

Jack-Cvn Acres

TRY

BIM’S

Flowers - Gifts
CORSAGES
VA

MEALS

After The Game

—Florist-

1166 # St.
North Arcata

At the Foot of College

Phone
2.1791

Hill on Frontage Road

SMITTY'S
Dario Meucci - John Polzin —

Service

“How can I be sure

During

you’ve got some Camels?”

UNION

Your

UNION
716

OIL DEALER

Car

Class

Leave Your Car Before Class

Call VA 2-8878 for Pick up

Across
J

R. J.B

Ide Tob. Co. Winston-Salem,N C.

10th & G St.

from

rt

BIM‘S

javelin.

Bowl

sare,

FOR A MEAL
OR A
SNACK

easy 11°6”, coming back with an
exhibition jump of 14’3” and the
one-two in the broad jump and

mate

SAC)—1

Sacramento 50/2
eee—Ties Bowl Record
*eNew Bow! Record
e—New School Record

an

at

winning

Biffle

Popejoy

Team Standings: Humboldt 711

eighth of an inch win over Bill
Popejoy.
What really made the difference
was the efforts of all the field men
with a near-sweep in the high
jump led by Bill Crichton’s 6°2”
jump, a sweep in the pole vault
with

Krup-

ka (HSC); Tie for 3rd: Christiansen
and Zenor (SAC)—6’2”
(HSC)
Al(HSC);
Broad Jump—August
(SAC)—21'0”"
Grant
den (HSC);
Jayelin—-7tahegen
(HSC);
(HSC); Zenor (SAC)—188°10/2"
Kauf(HSC);
Pole Vault—Biffle
(HSC)—11'6"
(SAC);
Hook
—48"5”

one-

and

FIELD
EVENTS
(HSC);
Jump—Crichton

High

in

second

a one

with

Wren
(SAC);
Mile Run—Gasperi
(SAC); Nolce (SAC)—4:31.8
Gas(SAC);
Run—Wren
Two Mile
peri (SAC); Smith (HSC)—10:11.8
Mile Relay—HSC—3:26.8
Scott
(HSC);
120 H. H.—Carrier
(SAC); August HSC)—:15.9
Yd.
L.
H.—Johnson
(SAC);
(HSC)—
Vasquez
(HSC);
Garxter

then

And

history.

Schubert’s

Cole

(SAC);

SC )—1:58.4%*

(

Stanley

(SAC);

ri

Run—Gas

Yd.

880

Starting as a dismal affair with
Hornets
favorite
Sacramento’s
taking a mammoth lead of almost
2-1 in the early stages, the meet

erect Br

RESULTS

100 Yd. Dash—Wade (SAC 1, Vasquez
(SAC)—:9.8
Beaver
(HSC):
(SAC); Bea220 Yd. Dash—Wade
4
(HS'
ver (SAC); Vasquez
mp
(HSC);
eidka
Run—W
Yd.
440
Stevens
(HSC)—
(SAC);
Johnson

track and field filberts.

came

— JEWELRY
Phone VAndyke 2-0527

Stevens took
wet, muddy track.
a strong third in the event while
Ray Stanley made a valiant try in
come in
mile, only to
the half
third, behind Urvan Gasperi’s new
record of 1:58.4, The little Sacramento thinclad also won the mile.
It crowned a track accomplishment that no other cinder team at
HSC has been able to claim. That
of the unofficial FWC dual meet
title, along with the beaten HorBoth teams now have a 4-1
nets.
record.

aE

jacks.
In the win came five new records including a tremendous dismark by Humboldt’s _ Bill
cus
Hook and a new Redwood Bowl
Vester
by javelin expert
mark
Flanagan.
From the win came one of the
best meets that has ever been witnessed on the Hilltop campus. It
provided a large turnout of fans
who braved a near-constant downAn allpour to watch the meet,
inspiring performance with closeness that can only be found in treperformances
athletic
mendous
that the Jacks gave their loyal

159°534” in the discus to establish
Rod Sandretto and Pat Benson.
a new school and bowl record as
Yesterday’s match was the last well as being the best recorded efbefore the FWC finals on May 9 fort by any FWC weight win in

IGNY
GENEsionalSOUL
Watchmaker
Profes
WATCHES

Billy

Blackburn,

toured the quarter
Weidkamp
mile in a streaking :50.2 over the

the Arcata

Arcata, Calif.

Theater

VA 2-8873

EN

“if

*

Dean Carrier won the high hurdles and placed scoend in the lows
as he gained his first HSC win.

The win brought Humboldt
Far Western, Conference recognition, a dual meet win string
of seven straight, an end to Sacof the
dominance
ramento’s
FWC this year and their yearly
domination over the Lumber-

tr

,
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LUMBERJACK

Baseballers Play Southern Oregon High-Flying HSC
Sunday; Aggies Series Rained Out Track Team Off
Tangle
at Ashland
To Ashland Meet |
Humboldt
State’s
Lumberjack
baseballers take a breather from

Humboldt

Far Western Conference competition this weekend as they travel to
Ashland, Oregon for
ference
doubleheader

a

non-conwith
the

ternoon for a dual meet with the
Southern Oregon Raiders tomorrow afternoon at 1:30.
Boasting a fine cinder track and
a few standouts, the Raiders are
not
favored
but could
upset
the Jacks who may have hit their
peak in last
week's tremendous
triumph over Sacramento State.
In a meet earlier in the season,
the
Jacks handily defeated
the

Southern Oregon Red Raiders on
Sunday afternoon.
Coach Ced Kinzer and a 15-man
traveling squad
boldt
Saturday

Jack

mentor

will leave Humafternoon.
The

has

selected

Alva

Kinney and Bill Drabble for starting action on the mound, with reliefers Gary Mauney, Jack Maze
and Verne Friedli standing by.
Humboldt took two wins from

ir-

the Raiders in a similar series played here last month, but the SOCE
team has reported to be much improved
in that they are
leading
their conference.

ile

Luckily, Dennis
Pontoni’s
home run in the fourth tied the

Awards Presented
At Annual WAA

game.
Had the score not been
tied,
the
game
would
have
counted.
.
If these two games will affect
the league standings, they will

Spring Banquet
8

Monday evening at 7 p.
WAA
Banquet was held
Towers Inn in Arcata.
Miss Kay Gott and Dr.
Watson were the guests

m.
at

the
the

The banquet is an annual affair
each spring held to present. the
various
awards WAA
members
earn during the year.
The aw-

pin to a

white sweater.
Officers for next fall were
announced at the banquet.

LOSE

also

EIGHTH

Humboldt
State’s Junior
Jack
baseball team suffered its eighth
defeat of the season last Tuesday
afternoon at the hands of the Arcata High Tigers as the prepsters
downed HSC 15-3.
Charlie Jones
was the losing pitcher and Gary

Howard

received

the win.

Ozzie

Gooden led the batting attack for
the collegians with two singles.

Pat's Color Shop
Fuller Paints
Wall Paper
:

815

J St.

VA 2-2613

Building Supplies
10 year

glass lined

wtaer heater 5x5...... $69.50
250’ 12-2 Romex........ $ 9.95
100 lb. common nails. . . .$10.50
1%”
14”
3%”
3%”

PLYWOOD
shop 4x8............ $ 2.88
shop 4x8............. $4.95
shop 4x8............ $ 6.08
exterior 4x8......... $ 4.95

SHOP

AND

SAVE

Carl Johnson Co.
Hiway

101 N. Eureka

8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
All day Sunday

title

sewed

up,

the

games

will not be replayed.

HSC Golfers Take
19-2 Practice
Win Over Fortuna
The Humboldt State Golf team
took a 19-2 practice win from the
Fortuna
High
Husky
linksmen
last Monday afternoon at the Rohnerville course.
Led by freshman John Yingst
who turned in a 77, the Jacks took
a
clean sweep
winning
every
match.
Yingston
won
medalist
honors as he downed Dick Visser
3-0.
Pete Dye took a 3-0 win from
Paul Snell, Bill Caver earned a
2%4-% decision over Jim Beacom,

Mel

Bailey

won

a 3-0

triumph

from
Scott Anderson and
Rich
Bailey downed Bob Larsen 214-14
Rod Sandretto continued for the
collegians with a 2-1 win over Ben
Gimpetti and Pat Benson scored
a 3-0 win over Gary Behedritin.

SOCE

thinclads, both on the dual

Last Friday Sacramento State’s
tennis squad shut out Humboldt
7-0 at San Francisco.
A _ scheduled match between Humboldt and
San Francisco State on Saturday
was rained out.
The results: Jack Geary, H, lost
to Tony Damiani, S, 2-6, 16; Art
Dalianes, H, lost to Hal Roach, S,
4-6, 2-6; Gary Peterson, H, lost to
Bill Burns, S, 1-6, 2-6; Paul Zinselmeir, H, lost to Bob Nielson, S,
2-6, 1-6; and Bruce Paige, H, lost
to Jerry Tollifson, S, 2-6, 2-6.
|

THE

JOE

ROMERO

Nights

Meat

The annual Circle K and Intercollegiate Knight rivalry will be
carried this Sunday to the diamond
as the two service clubs fight it
out in a softball game.
The two, unable to account for
wins and losses in the past, will be
all-out to claim the title of superiority at the college field at
2 p. m.
Respective coaches have not yet
selected

starting

lineups,

but

an-

nounced they will be potent. and
in fact may be the best ever to
play in the yearly series.

have

North Arcata

to

be

TeLepHone

TRIO

submitted
VA

at | that

time.

2-2295

G. Bradley Barnes,
O. D.

THE
752 18th St.

Practices

will be held twice

daily either morning

912

PATRONIZE

TIGER’S DEN

JA LL

Special Attraction Wednesday

schedule.

and af-

ternoon, morning and evehing, or afternoon and evening.
After classes begin he said for the first time, the Lumberjacks may
have evening workouts,
The Junior Jacks working out at 6 p. m. and
the varsity following at 8 o’clock.
Sarboe also announced contrary to rumors that most or all of the
Humboldt home games will be played at Redwood Bowl.
He said
there is a possibility that the Thanksgiving Day game with Whittier
will be played in Eureka at Albee Stadium.
However, in the following year, it is very possible that there will
not be any games played at the Redwood Bow! although plans call
for the last two or three ’60 games.
A large allocation has been made for a revision of the bowl with a
new track being constructed, the east grandstands being moved back
and the crown of the field changed.
All this will probably take a little
over a year,
If the construction starts right after the Nevada game next fall
it is probabl that there may be some home games in 1960.

OPTOMETRIST
ARCATA, CALIF.
10TH ST.

Boat

érs,

French

Sandwiches,

Foot

Fries,

Coke,

Long

Root

TIGER

CANDIES

Hot

Thick

Beer,

and

Hamburg-

Dogs

Miik

Shakes,

Orange

SLUSH

ICE

CREAM

HELLO
The Product Of My
Profession Proves
My Proficiency
For Appointment

PHONE
TOM

870 G ST.

VA

2-1083

MORGAN

ARCATA

Plaza Barber Shop

OUR

ADVERTISERS...
THEY PATRONIZE US!

945 16TH ST., ARCATA
Open Monday through as oy
8:30 aa.m,
- 5 p. m

THEY
WON
IN ’58
Chico State’s Wildcats are the
defending champions of two Far
In the doubles matches, Dalianes
Western
Conference
championand Geary lost to Damiani and ships. The Cats won the golf title
Roach of Sacramento State 0-6,
jand took the track crown in last
7-5.
Peterson and Zinselmeir of |
spring’s athletic competition.
Humboldt
lost to Tollifson and}
Sacramento State won the baseRoy Boyer 2-6, 2-6.
‘ball title for the third straight year
and now stands at 1-1 in conferNO SWITCH-BACK
ence play behind Humboldt’s 3-1
After a seven year withdrawal, | ;
in its fourth bid for FWC honors.
the Santa Clara Broncos announced that they intend to return to
BIDS OPEN
football next fall on a limited basAl campus organizations desiris.
Officials remarked that the|
ing to submit bids for the operamove did not indicate a switch-|
tion of the concession booth for
back to “big-time” football.
football season, patrolling the football field during the fall games, or
ushering and selling programs at
the games are to submit bids to
the Graduate Manager not later
than May 12.
Bids for compiling
the Student Directory
will also

By the Jerry Moore Trio
Friday and Saturday nights

No, it’s not long until finals are here and over, summer comes and
goes and once again fall has arrived
And along with fall comes America’s traditional sport, the King of Sports, football.
Athletic director and head football coach Phil Sarboe has already
announced the coming schedule and laid out initial plans for the gridiron campaign.
Practice has been set for September 1 with all freshmen or junior
varsity candidates and varsity hopeful turning out for beginning drills.
After the turnout, Sarboe said the team will determine the practice

meet and triangular basis, but now
the Raiders are strengthened and
could be tougher.
Led
by a host
of
freshmen,
Coach
Bob
Doornink
and_his
team which is already acclaimed
as the best team ever to don thé
spikes in HSC’s history are shooting for
a near-perfect
mark of
eight straight and eight of nine
dual meet wins for the year,
After
tomorrow's
action
the
Jacks find themselves involved in
a hard fight for the Far Western
Conference title with Sacramento
State and University of Nevada in
the finals on May 9.
With some good weather and
*
>
*
*
*
*
with the good condition of the
The Axe, the Axe —
SOCE track the record breakers
could have a field day.
Last week
Back to the grind of the axe again.
We must say that there is a
Humboldt accounted for three new little more interest in jt, or rather the loss of it.
records in the mud and rain.
No news from the mighty Chico State campus but they haven't
Bill Hook will continue his dou- fooled anyone here at the Lumberjack campus.
They left their little
ble in the shot and
discus, Bill note saying the axe was on campus and would be returned if not
Crichton in the high jump, Loren found by Easter.
August
and Fran Alden in
the
What shyness, why we imagine that Humboldt would have sung
broad jump, Vester Flanagan and
for the axe if they had taken it from Chico.
Yes, Chico, your ways
Jim Barker in the javelin and Roger Biffle and Bob Kaufman in the are not in form with good axe stealing.
Biffle steals the show —
pole vault put together a heavy
Roger Biffle, outstanding Humboldt pole vaulter nearly stole the
segment
of Humboldt’s
scoring
show last week.
After winning his favorite event at a relative 11’6”,
strength.
Then there is Manuel Vasquez the junior star came back out when the weather looked as if it were
in the dashes, Kieth Weidkamp in about to clear, and began jumping.
the 220 and 440, Dean Carrier in
With the antics of a real showman he performed to the crowd’s
the hurdles, Bob Smith and Harsatisfaction.
First he went over around 10 feet.
A one time his
old Scott in the distances and Ray
cowboy hat which he wore at every jump almost came off and he adStanley in the 880 to give Humboldt a conceivable clean sweep justed it just before going over the bar.
Later he cleared 14’3” in his exhibition.
Biffle is probably the only
of all first places.
Humboldt athlete who can get a crowd to watch him practice,

Circle K, IK To
Meet In Softball
Contest Sunday

Sacramento State
Shuts-Out ’Jack
Tennis Team, 7-0

Arcata

30 gallon

be played sometime after May
16. However, if Humboldt has
the

Louise
at the

banquet,

ards range from a WAA

The game was calledat the
end of four and one-half
innings
with the score knotted at 3-3.
Pitcher Alva Kinney had a
touch
of control trouble
in the
first inning as four walks, an er-

—_— What's What__
IT’S NOT LONG
by hugh clark

State’s track and field

team in quest of its eighth straight
dual meet win of the season tra- |
vels to Ashland, Oregon this af-
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THE FINEST
NAME IN FOODS
IN HUMBOLDT!

ICANNAM’S
Cannam’s
Cannam’s
Cannam’s

K and K

Huntoon

& I

5th and

Cannam’s of Scotia

BUY NOT NG -- BUT
BUTTERNUT!

L
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LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT UPI 3 great cigarettes offer you 627 chances to win!
So pick your pack—save the six wrappers—and get going! It’s crossword puzzie fun and real
smoking pleasure all the way!
ENTER OFTEN
— HAVE FUN—AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At
first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one “right”

500 FOURTH PRIZES:

answer. For example, the clue might read: ‘““Many a coed will be given her best date’s P--N.” Either “I”
(PIN) or “E’’ (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff,
and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck!

—————

RULES—PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college

students and college faculty members except em-

ployees and their immediate families of Liggett
& Myers and its advertising agencies.

Cartons

CLUES ACROSS:
1 . These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage
6 . Some collage students.
ate
10. When
at
......... » Lightup an Oasis.
. Sinking ship deserter.
,

5

Al_|€
AmmA

Plural pronoun.

. One expects .........
. A student's careless .........
. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark.

gend it along with six empty package wrap
of the same brand from Pat Chesterfield or

. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
. It probably would count when you pick a horse to bet on.
aes
girl on a date must ......... into her pocketbook to help

mee

u have completed the puzzle,

Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn

facsimile of a complete pa

one of the three brands) to:

wrapper of any

Li

t & Myers,

P. O. Box 271, New York 46,
N. Y. Enter as
often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six
package

wenpoets

(or a facsimile)

with

each

entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.

3. Entries must be postmarked

by midnight,

Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight,

Friday, June 5, 1959.

4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation, an independent judging organization, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will
be required to complete in 25 words or less the

following statement: “My favorite cigarette is
Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because ..... ie
ntries will be judged on originality, aptness of
thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards

Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded

in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be
considered. By entering all entrants agree that
the decision of the judges shall be final and

binding.

§. Solutions must be the original work of the
contestants submitting them. All entries become
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will
be returned.
6. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as
possible after completion of the contest.
2. This contest is subject to all Federal, State
and local laws and regulations.

. Germanium

\
.
.
k
.
.
.

ay

the

(

finest cigarettes

HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29, 1959 -—-—-—-—

2. Fill in all missing letters . . . print clearly. Use
Of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words

_

of America’s

m.)

LiIOIT
Y RE

tab.

The muscle-builder’s ........ may fascinate a
po rly developed man.
Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
ee
Campers will probably be ......... by a forest fire.
bg o starting
a trip, tourists usually look forward
to the first ....0...
ome.
Literate in Arts (Abbr.)
Familiar for faculty member.

Am
| |T
i
P
AjL

i
1] je£

R

OmmS

D

Associate in Arts (Abbr.)

. One could —
quite harmless at times.
. Reverse the first part of “L&M”.
. What will soon appear in a bombed-out city.

BiL

CLUES DOWN:
. The beginning and end of pleasure.
Arural ...:..... can be inviting to a vacationist.

Second and third letters of OASIS.
. When one is
packed, it could be exasperating to remember
a‘few articles that should be included.
It would pay to be careful when
. Grounds to relax on with a mild

. Author

Ambler.

PRINT CLEARLY!

ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH

Mail to Liggett & Myers, P. 0 Box 271, New York 46, New York. Be
sure to attach six empty package wrappers of the same brand (or

facsimile) from Chesterfield, L&M, or Oasis cigarettes.

. District Attorney (Abbr.)
A
from Paris should please the average woman.
. An inveterate traveler will
about distant lands.

|

|

rohan ges are hard to study.

. Stone, Bronze and Iron

. Haw Mexicans say, ‘‘Yes”’.
23. All L&M cigarettes are “......... high” in smoking pleasure.
. May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race.

Address.

|
|

. Initials of Oglethorpe, Iona, Rutgers and Emerson.

. United Nations Organization (Abbr.)
. Golf mound.

College

; i
for place where the finest tobaccos are tested for L&aM.
ureate (Abbr.)
33. Poet
. Filter ends.
35. What Abner might be called.
36. Bachelor of Education degree.
Diciesiins enter cami

eihtey enen

conpcsemerciencumeenteecnniemnemm
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This entry must be postmarked before midnight, May 29, 1959, and
pont a P. 0. Box 271, New York 46, New York, by midnight,
lune

5, 1959.
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